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Faster performance, and more customization, for all Xbox gamers

ATLANTA, Aug. 17, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- SCUF Gaming, a leader in the design and manufacturing of high-performance gaming controllers,
along with parent company Corsair Gaming, Inc. (NASDAQ:CRSR) (“CORSAIR”), today introduces the Designed for Xbox SCUF Instinct and Instinct
Pro, created specifically for the Xbox Series X|S.

SCUF Instinct incorporates all of the innovative features gamers expect from SCUF – including the patented paddle control system that helped make
SCUF controllers the premier choice of competitive players everywhere – with an evolved controller design to improve performance for Xbox fans.
Both Instinct and Instinct Pro include four embedded back control paddles, which can be programmed to replicate the ABXY buttons. Their refined
ergonomic shape enables better control for a wide variety of hand sizes, with millions of customization options to suit all gamers including
interchangeable faceplates, thumbsticks, and D-pads.

SCUF Instinct Pro additionally offers new adjustable Instant Triggers, giving gamers the ability to choose between regular or instant-action at the flick
of a switch. Instant Triggers eliminate the trigger pull, activating immediately with a one-tap motion, similar to a mouse click – ideal for fast-paced
shooters. You can always switch back to regular triggers and be ready to play your favorite racing game. Instinct Pro also includes High-Performance
Grip.

“With SCUF Instinct, gamers have a new advantage when playing on Xbox Series X|S. We’ve refined the way we deliver SCUF performance
controllers, with a new form-factor that will appeal to an even wider range of gamers and hand sizes. Four Embedded Back Paddles, Instant Triggers,
and a new thumbstick design combine to make our most reactive controller to date,” said Diego Nunez, SCUF Gaming Chief Marketing Officer. “Xbox
fans are at the core of SCUF’s history, and we’re proud to have created a controller that both pays homage to that legacy and equips gamers for
exciting new games on the newest console generation.”

Today’s gamers shouldn’t stick with one game, franchise, or genre, which is why Instinct introduces onboard, remappable profiles that can be toggled
through at the press of a button, a SCUF first. Paddle profiles make it easy to fine-tune controller settings and save them for later for different games.
No pause in gameplay, remapping tool, or app required.

Instinct controllers can also be customized with millions of design combinations on the SCUF Gaming website. Pick from a wide variety of faceplates,
thumbstick variations, and trim colors to match any setup or personal style. Every detail and feature of Instinct has been meticulously crafted and
engineered for an unbeatable gaming experience configurable to any playstyle.

A full list of SCUF Instinct and Instinct Pro features includes:

Profile Switch allows you to save three remapping configurations for different games
Wireless connectivity to play comfortably from a distance, now with improved dynamic latency input
An optional wired connection for lower latency play from your couch with 2m USB Type-C cable
Interchangeable domed, concaved, short, and long thumbsticks for the perfect fit
Improved thumbstick design and material for more grip and durability
Removable faceplate makes it easy to switch designs and thumbsticks
New Share button for gamers to show off their best clips with friends
Self-lubricating rings help thumbsticks glide smoothly against the faceplate
Mute any headset connected to your controller with the press of a button
Instant Triggers activate like a mouse click for faster shots (Instinct Pro only)
Performance grip with a comfortable, non-slip feel for extended gaming sessions (Instinct Pro only)

Pricing and Availability

Compatible with the Xbox Series X|S, Xbox One, Windows 10 PCs, and mobile devices, SCUF Instinct starts at $169.99 and Instinct Pro starts at
$199.99. Both are now available exclusively at SCUF Gaming’s website: scufgaming.com/instinct

Product Images

High-resolution images of the SCUF Instinct and Instinct Pro can be found at the link below: scuf.co/press-kit

About SCUF Gaming

SCUF Gaming®, innovator and creator of high-performance gaming controllers, provides superior accessories and customized gaming controllers for
console and PC that are used by top professional gamers as well as casual gamers. Built to specification, SCUF controllers offer a number of
functional and design features custom built to increase hand use and improve gameplay. SCUF controller features are covered by 158 granted patents
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and designs, and another 42 pending patent applications, focusing on four key areas of a controller: the back control functions and handles, the trigger

control mechanisms, the thumbstick control area, and the side-mounted configurable SaxTM button placements. In December 2019, SCUF Gaming
was acquired by CORSAIR, and remains a separate brand within CORSAIR.

For additional information about SCUF Gaming, please visit scufgaming.com or follow us on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, Twitch, or
Snapchat.
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